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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Identifying what constitutes complexity perception of
decision points during indoor route guidance
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Pieter Pauwels b and Philippe De Maeyer a

aDepartment of Geography, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium; bDepartment of Architecture and Urban
Planning, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

ABSTRACT
To be able to design indoor wayfinding systems that adhere better
to the needs of the users, user perception on complexity needs to
be examined and linked to user characteristics and decision point
characteristics. To identify how these characteristics influence per-
ception, an online survey is executed in which participants had to
indicate how complex they found a decision point, while interpret-
ing a route instruction. The results show that complexity ratings
depend both on user characteristics and on the function of the
decision point. Decision points to change levels, start or end a route
and to take turns each received significantly different complexity
ratings. Isovist and visibility graph analysis characteristics of these
decision points show that the first two actions were perceived as
more complex when they took place in a narrow hallway, while the
third action was perceived as more complex in a convex space. The
results of this study can be used in the design of an adaptive
wayfinding system that adapts the route instructions to the per-
ceived decision point complexity. This adaptation will adhere better
to the needs of the users compared to an adaptation based on
solely theoretical complexity.
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1. Introduction

Outdoors, navigation aids are widely used whereas indoors, these systems are not yet
common practice. One of the reasons for this is that indoor positioning requires other –
more elaborate – methods (e.g. beacons versus satellites), but also because most indoor
environments are more complex than the average outdoor scene (Giudice et al. 2010).
Therefore, findings for the outdoor environment cannot be blindly accepted for the
indoor environment (Ohm et al. 2015). Especially in complex buildings, the risk of getting
lost is high. To reduce this risk, wayfinding aids need to support the user in the wayfinding
task as efficiently and effectively as possible, by adapting the wayfinding information to
the perceived complexity. In order to do so, the elements that influence this perceived
complexity need to be determined. Therefore, in this research, the link is made between
perceived decision point complexity (through complexity ratings), user characteristics and
decision point characteristics (through architectural measures).
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1.1. User characteristics

Many personal factors have an effect on the way people experience space (Montello 2014).
The effects of gender, age and familiarity with the building have been studied by many
researchers in real or virtual environments. For Devlin and Bernstein (1995, 1997) have found
that females make more wayfinding errors, are less confident and more frustrated while
navigating compared to males. When people are familiar with a building, they can acquire
more spatial knowledge (Ruddle et al. 1998). Familiarizing wayfinders with a building can
also be done in virtual environments. Thismethod is beneficial for people in a wheelchair, as
they can then explore the environment more freely than in real life (Stanton et al. 1996).
Another characteristic that influences wayfinding is the age of the users. The development
of wayfinding skills correlates with general cognitive abilities. Therefore, older children have
more wayfinding abilities than younger children (Fenner et al. 2000). However, in adulthood
this effect is reversed and elderly people experience more difficulties during wayfinding
(Head and Isom 2010). However, so far, most research on differences between user groups
focused on explorative wayfinding. Little is known about the influence of user character-
istics during route guidance with a mobile wayfinding aid.

1.2. Decision point characteristics

In addition to personal characteristics, architectural characteristics also have an important
influence on the perceived complexity during route guidance. The legibility of buildings (i.e.
the degree to which people can find their way) depends on three characteristics of these
buildings: (1) the differentiation of appearance, (2) visual access and (3) layout complexity
(Weisman 1981). When the indoor environment is differentiated, more landmarks can be
identified. Landmarks are reference points in space, which are essential for orientation and
wayfinding as they play an important role in the formation of the mental map of an
environment (Viaene et al. 2016). However, in indoor environments there is often a lack of
salient landmarks (Mast et al. 2012). Visual access and layout complexity are often estimated
by use of space syntax theory (Montello 2014). In this research, two space syntax components,
isovists and visibility graph analysis (VGA), will be used to quantify the indoor environment.

An isovist is an area in space which can be seen from a certain viewpoint (Benedikt
1979). This area can be drawn on the floorplan of a building, resulting in a polygon with
several geometric properties, which can be used to quantify the visible structure of
a decision point. Isovist measures are often called local measures as they describe the
properties of one area of the floorplan without accounting for the global structure of the
plan. An overview of a subset of possible local measures is given in Table 1. The first five
measures were defined by Benedikt (1979) and the sixth by Conroy Dalton and Dalton
(2001). To integrate isovists in wayfinding research, Benedikt (1979) suggested a workflow
for path analysis by drawing successive isovists along the trajectory (i.e. Minkovski
models). Additionally, partial isovists are often used for wayfinding purposes, which
cover a limited field of view (e.g. 120° instead of 360°) (Meilinger et al. 2012). While
navigating with a wayfinding aid, a decision point is approached from a certain direction.
Because spatial information is processed only from this viewpoint, partial isovists are
a better representation of the visual access of a decision point (Diwadkar and McNamara
1997).
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Visibility graph analysis (VGA) calculates the intervisibility by putting a grid on the
floorplan and drawing a 360° isovist in every point of the grid (Turner et al. 2001). From all
these points, global measures such as the mean visual depth (MVD) can be calculated,
which is the mean number of steps (from one isovist to another) that have to be taken to
see every other point in the grid. Points with a high visual depth are not well integrated
into the building, whereas well integrated points are visible from many viewpoints and
have therefore a low visual depth.

Several studies have shown that isovists and VGA quantify architectural properties that
have a significant influence on spatial cognition. These measures have been used by
researchers to clarify the appeal for certain architectural artworks (e.g. the prairie houses
of Frank Lloyd Wright) (Ostwald and Dawes 2013). The degree to which architectural
creativity should be analyzed is disputable, but buildings with other functions (such as
hospitals, libraries or office buildings) can certainly benefit from an analysis to comprehend
movement flows. Peponis et al. (1990) analyzed the link between the integration value of
spaces (derived from the axial lines of space syntax theory) and the navigation performance
of participants during a search experiment in a hospital. They concluded that the time
people spend in certain spaces depends on the integration of that space in the entire
building structure. Li and Klippel (2010) made the same conclusion for another space syntax
measure (i.e. inter connection density) based on a wayfinding experiment in a library.
Additionally, they calculated the VGAof the floorplan and found that these values correlated
with the additional distances that were walked: in places with low visibility a greater
distance was walked. Meilinger et al. (2012) used partial isovists to investigate if the
geometry of a street crossing and the travel direction have an influence on the formation
of the mental map. Their results show that people recognize non-T-junctions better than
T-junctions and that travel direction had an influence on the memory of the junction.

1.3. Complexity perception

In most research on wayfinding support, solely these architectural theories are used to
quantify decision point complexity. This way, the perception of the user is not taken into
account, although this does not necessarily coincide with the theory on complexity. When
studying the legibility of buildings, perception should be included in the analysis, something
that is rarely done in current research (Carlson et al. 2010, Radaczewska et al. 2019). Wiener
et al. (2007) compared isovist measures of indoor space with both spatial behavior and
perception. Participants had to search in virtual environments for the spot with the best
and worst visibility and give a rating of the general experience of the room. The navigation

Table 1. Overview of possible local isovist measures.
Local
measure Definition

Area The area of the isovist.
Perimeter The total length of all edges of the isovist.
Vista length The length of the longest possible view.
Occlusivity The length of edges that are not physically defined, divided by the perimeter. This measure indicates

the degree to which previously unseen space may be revealed during movement.
Compactness The shape of the isovist relative to a circle (in a circle the navigator’s spatial experience is consistent).

This measure expresses the convexity of an isovist.
Drift The distance from the viewpoint to the center of gravity of the isovist.
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performance correlated with the isovist measure compactness, while complexity ratings
correlated with the number of isovist vertices. This implies that both movement and percep-
tion are influenced by architecture, but not necessarily in the same way. Therefore, when
studyingwayfinding, both architecture and perception should be accounted for. Additionally,
a lot of research has been carried out on outdoor navigation systems (e.g. Ishikawa et al. 2008,
Willis et al. 2009, Huang et al. 2012). Indoors on the other hand, the focus of most wayfinding
research lies on explorativewayfinding experiments, without navigation aid.When people are
guided along a path, their perception of space can differ. Therefore, the aim of this explorative
study is to identify which aspects influence complexity perception during route guidance. An
online survey was executed in which participants were asked to indicate how complex they
find a decision point while interpreting a wayfinding instruction. In a first step, the difference
in ratings between different groups of users is determined. In a second step, the difference in
ratings between different groups of decision points is determined and in a third step the
correlation with isovist and VGA measures is analyzed for these groups.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the case study building, the online
survey, the calculation of the measures and the statistical analysis is discussed. Section 3
presents the results, followed by a discussion and the conclusion in Sections 4 and 5.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Case study building

The ninth, tenth and eleventh floor of the iGent tower in Ghent (Belgium) are used as
a case study for the online survey. iGent is a modern office building, recently built (2015)
for the engineering department of Ghent University. This building has been chosen as
a case study because it is a smart building with the possibility of installing several sensors
(e.g. location sensors) in the ceiling of the top three floors. Therefore, iGent is fully
equipped for the development of a location based system (LBS). Additionally, external
visitors could benefit from a wayfinding aid to guide them to the right offices andmeeting
rooms. The structure of iGent is common for an office building (Figure 1): every floor has
a central staircase (which can be accessed from two sides) and elevator, encircled by
a hallway with offices on the outside. An additional spiral staircase connects the kitchens
on the ninth and tenth floor. These two floors have eight decision points where several
actions can be taken (Figure 2). At decision points 1, 3 and 4, only turns can be made;
decision point 2 is a central decision point which leads to the kitchen and the secretariat;
at decision point 8, users can change floors with the spiral stairs; at decision points 6 and
7, users can take the stairs; and at decision point 5, users can take the elevator. The
eleventh floor has only seven decision points, because there is no spiral staircase there.

2.2. Online survey

The online survey was published on the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform, where
‘workers’ can complete surveys for a small compensation, and spread through several
mailing lists and social media. During the survey, participants were guided along ten
routes in the iGent tower (recorded on video). In Figure 3 one of the routes is shown. All
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routes are comparable in length and number of floors, but cover a different area of the
case study.

At every decision point along a route, the video froze and a route instruction was
shown. In total, 52 route instructions were included in the test. The participants were

Figure 1. Floorplan of the iGent tower (ninth floor) with eight decision points.

Figure 2. Decision points of the iGent tower (ninth floor).
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asked to indicate how complex they found the decision point on a seven-grade Likert
scale by moving the slider to one of the seven possible values, after which the route video
continued (Figure 4). The order of the routes was randomized for every participant and all
ten routes had to be completed. If desired, additional remarks could be made at every
decision point. Additionally, at the beginning of the test, participants filled in their age,
gender, nationality, educational level and answered five general questions with ‘yes’, ‘no’
or ‘I don’t know’:

● Do you easily get lost in buildings?
● Have you been to the iGent tower in Ghent, Belgium?
● Do you often use navigation aids to find your way indoors?
● Do you often use navigation aids to find your way outdoors?
● Do you think an indoor navigation aid would be helpful to find your way in
buildings?

In the online survey turn-by-turn instructions are used to communicate the wayfinding
information, which facilitate acquisition of route knowledge instead of acquisition of
survey knowledge. This means wayfinders will be able to remember the route they
followed, but will not be able to orient themselves indoors (Schwering et al. 2017). In
this research turn-by-turn instructions are used because the case study building will be
equipped with an LBS, which will facilitate the visualization of a route instruction on
a mobile device at the exact time and place the action has to be taken (as is already the
case for outdoor mobile wayfinding systems). Therefore, the focus of this research lies on
the perception at the exact moment an instruction is given and interpreted, and not on
the acquired spatial knowledge of the building. This way, the results of this study can be
used to develop an adapted wayfinding system, which adapts the route instructions to

Figure 3. Sample route of the online survey.
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the perceived complexity of a decision point. Wayfinders do not need to search for the
decision point because of the location awareness of such a system which operates with
LBS, hence there is less need to include landmarks in the route instructions.

2.3. Isovist and VGA measures

The complexity ratings were compared to six local isovist measures (area, perimeter, vista
length, drift, compactness, and occlusivity) and one global VGA measure (mean visual
depth). All measures were calculated with the open source software isovists.org
(McElhinney 2018). For every route instruction (at a decision point or at the start or end
of a route), the partial isovist was calculated from the viewpoint of the participant. For
example, after the start instruction in Figure 5, an instruction is given to continue straight
forward on decision point 2. Because the navigator (red dot on the image) is walking
towards this decision point, a partial isovist (blue polygon on the image) is the most
suitable representation of the visibility. This implies that the isovist measures of the same
decision point can differ between routes if the decision point was approached from
another direction. This is an important difference to most indoor wayfinding research,
where only one isovist per decision point is drawn.

For the VGA, the workflow of Brösamle et al. (2007) was followed to enable a multilevel
approach, where different floors are connected through widgets that represent the
staircases and elevators (Figure 6). The MVD measure was calculated, which determines

Figure 4. Sample question of the online survey.
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Figure 5. The partial isovist (blue polygon) of decision point 2 on the blue route.

Figure 6. MVD of level 9, 10 and 11 of iGent, ranging from 8 (deep) to 4.5 (shallow) .
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how deep a space lies in the global building structure, thus decision points only have one
value, ranging from 8 (deep or badly integrated) to 4.5 (shallow or well integrated).

2.4. Statistical analysis

During the online survey, ratings on the decision point complexity of 52 route instructions
were collected from 240 participants. Additionally, one global VGA measure and six local
isovists measures were calculated for the decision points of these route instructions. The
statistical analysis identifies how user characteristics on the one hand and decision point
characteristics on the other hand influence the perceived complexity (Figure 7).

In a first step, the influence of user characteristics was tested, by determining whether
there were any significant differences between the complexity ratings of different user
groups. The groups were formed based on age class (20–40, 40–60, 60–80), gender (male,
female), educational level (higher, secondary, primary) and the answers to the general
questions (yes, no, I don’t know). First, the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test was executed
to detect if at least one group is different from the other. Next, pairwise Mann-Whitney
U-tests (with Bonferroni correction) were executed to find out between which groups the

Figure 7. Flowchart of statistical analysis.
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differences were significant. For the Mann-Whitney U tests, a one-sided hypothesis was
tested to detect which group gave higher complexity ratings.

In a second step, the influence of decision point characteristics was tested, by deter-
mining whether there were any significant differences between the complexity ratings of
different decision point groups. To enable this analysis, all decision points were first
divided into categories according to their function (e.g. change levels, start or end
a route). Subsequently, the same tests were performed as in the first step.

In a third step, the isovist and VGA measures of the decision point groups were
analyzed. First, the intercorrelating measures were combined with a factor analysis.
Next, the Spearman rank correlation between the complexity ratings and the measures
was determined for each decision point group that was rated significantly different from
other groups in the previous step. This way, the perceived complexity (i.e. the complexity
ratings) was linked to the theoretical complexity (i.e. the isovist and VGA measures).

3. Results

3.1 Participants

In total, 240 participants completed the test, 61 of them through the Amazon Mechanical
Turk platform. Most participants were Belgian (103), but also people from the USA (35),
India (28), Denmark (11) and 31 other countries took part. An overview of the user
characteristics and the answers to the general questions can be found in Table 2.

3.2. User characteristics

The resulting p-values of the Kruskal-Wallis and pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests on the
difference between groups of users can be found in Table 3. The only groups where the
Kruskal-Wallis test is not significant are the ones based on the first question: ‘Do you easily
get lost in buildings?’. This implies that there were no significant differences in ratings
based on the estimation of the navigation capabilities of participants. All other Kruskal-
Wallis tests are significant and therefore, pairwise one-tailed Mann-Whitney tests were
executed to assess which groups gave significantly higher or lower complexity ratings.

Table 2. User characteristics.
Gender Age category Education level

Male 65% [20–40] 69% Higher 92%
[40–60] 24% Secondary 7%

Female 35% [60–80] 7% Primary 1%

General questions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Yes 33% 9% 25% 80% 77%
No 57% 88% 70% 18% 6%
I don’t know 10% 3% 5% 2% 17%

(1) Do you easily get lost in buildings?
(2) Have you been to the iGent tower in Ghent, Belgium?
(3) Do you often use navigation aids to find your way indoors?
(4) Do you often use navigation aids to find your way outdoors?
(5) Do you think an indoor navigation aid would be helpful to find your way in buildings?
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Females and secondary educated participants gave significantly higher ratings, indicating
lower complexity. For the age categories, results show that the least complex ratings were
given by the middle category, intermediate ratings by the youngest category and the
most complex ratings by the eldest category. Elderly people had therefore most difficul-
ties interpreting the decision points. Of the younger categories, the adolescents rated
more decision points as complex compared to the adults. Participants who visited the
case study building before (question 2) gave lower ratings (indicating more complexity)
than first-time visitors. Decision points were rated as less complex by people who rarely
use indoor wayfinding aids on the one hand (question 3) and by people who often use
outdoor wayfinding aids on the other hand (question 4).

3.3. Decision point characteristics

First of all, to verify how the complexity perception is influenced by decision point char-
acteristics, all decision points are categorized in two different ways (Table 4), based on the
function of the decision point (i.e. the action that was required by the route instruction). The
first categorization has three general categories: level, turn and startend. In the second
categorization, the level and turn categories are subdivided in respectively three and two
subcategories. The localization of decision points 1–8 is visualized on Figure 1.

The statistically significant results of the rating comparison between all categories can
be found in Table 5. The most complex decision points are the ones to change floors.

Table 3. Significance of differences between groups of users, based on
a seven-grade rating scale: −3 (very complex) – +3 (not complex) .
Groups of users p-value

Gender .000a*

Male < Female .000b*

Educational level .014a*

Primary < Secondary .028b*

Higher < Secondary .040b*

Age category .000a*

[60–80] < [20–40] < [40–60] .000b*

Question (1) .232a

Question (2) .000a*
Yes < No < I don’t know .000b*

Question (3) .000a*

I don’t know < No .000b*

Yes < No .000b*

Question (4) .000a*

No < Yes .000b*

I don’t know < Yes .015b*

Question (5) .000a*

No < Yes .015b*

I don’t know < Yes .000b*

aOne-tailed significance value resulting from a Kruskal-Wallis test.
bOne-tailed significance value resulting from a Mann-Whitney U test (with Bonferroni
correction).

* Significant at the 95% confidence level.
(1) Do you easily get lost in buildings?
(2) Have you been to the iGent tower in Ghent, Belgium?
(3) Do you often use navigation aids to find your way indoors?
(4) Do you often use navigation aids to find your way outdoors?
(5) Do you think an indoor navigation aid would be helpful to find your way in buildings?
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Starting and finishing the route is less complex and simple turns are the least complex
decision points. From the second classification, one more distinction can be made: the
central decision point, an open area where several hallways meet, was rated as more
complex than more simple crossings. As for the level subcategories, there is no significant
difference between the different types of stairs and elevator.

3.4. Correlation between complexity ratings and isovist/VGA measures

For the decision point groups that were rated significantly different from others (Table 5),
the correlation with the isovist and VGA measures is analyzed to determine the link
between perception and theory on complexity. At the central decision point no significant
correlations were found; the spearman rank correlations for the other decision point
groups can be found in Table 6. The interpretation of these results and a schematic
example is given in Figure 8.

The most complex task, changing levels, was perceived as easier when the staircase/
elevator was located centrally in the building (low MVD). Staircases with remote access in
the hallway of the office building were perceived as more complex. Similarly, instructions
to start or end a route are harder to interpret when the decision point is located in
a remote, narrow hallway with a restricted view. These characteristics comply with the
correlating measures: high MVD, low occlusivity and low compactness. Starting or ending
in open areas, which are also more central in the building, is less complex. For taking

Table 4. Categorization of decision points.
Description Decision points

Decision point
categories 1

Level Decision points where one can change floors (e.g. stairs or
elevators)

5, 6, 7, 8

Turn Decision points where only turns can be made (e.g. turn left, turn
right, go straightforward)

1, 2, 3, 4

Startend Decision points where the route starts or ends 20 rooms in the
building

Decision point
categories 2

Elevator Decision point where one can change floors with an elevator 5
Stairs Decision points where one can change floors with the stairs 6, 7
Spiralstairs Decision point in the kitchen where one can change floors with

the spiral stairs
8

Central The central decision point of the floor where the kitchen,
reception and waiting area is situated

2

Crossing Crossings of hallways 1, 3, 4

Table 5. Significance of differences between decision point categories,
based on a seven-grade rating scale: −3 (very complex) – +3 (not complex).
Groups of decision points p-value

Decision point categories 1 .000a*

Level < Startend .000b*

Level < Turn .000b*

Startend < Turn .013b*

Decision point categories 2 .000a*

Central < Crossing .027b*

aOne-tailed significance value resulting from a Kruskal-Wallis test.
bOne-tailed significance value resulting from a Mann-Whitney U test (with Bonferroni
correction).

*Significant at the 95% confidence level.
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turns, the opposite effect is found: open areas are harder to navigate than narrow
hallways.

The findings regarding the correlations can be confirmed by selecting the decision
points that are most often rated at a certain complexity level for every decision point

Table 6. Spearman rank correlation coefficients of measures and complexity ratings, based on a seven-
grade rating scale: −3 (very complex) – +3 (not complex) .

Level Startend Turn

Complexity rating Complexity rating Complexity rating

−0,015 Size** −0,016 Size** −0,001 Size**
−0,036 Occlusivity 0,047* Occlusivity −0,032* Occlusivity
0,032 Compactness 0,062* Compactness −0,038* Compactness
−0,039* MVD −0,038* MVD 0,031 MVD

*Significant at the 95% confidence level.
**Factor of the intercorrelating measures area, drift, perimeter and vista length.

Figure 8. Visualization of correlation between isovist/VGA measures and complexity ratings per
decision point group.
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group (Table 7). For example, of all decision points to change levels, decision point 6 got
rated −3 most often (i.e. 16 times) and decision point 5 got rated +3 most often (i.e. 71
times). The difference in ratings between these two points can be explained by the MVD
values: decision point 5 has a more central location in the building compared to decision
point 6. At decision points to start/ end a route, a similar trend can be seen, but at these
points the occlusivity and the compactness also have a significant impact on the ratings.
To take turns on the other hand, occlusivity and compactness have the opposite effect.
Decision point 2 is the central decision point and an open area, while decision point 4 is
a narrow crossing of only two hallways.

4. Discussion

4.1. Differences between user characteristics

A number of remarkable conclusions can be drawn from the results of this explorative
research. First of all, females gave significantly higher ratings than males, indicating a lower
complexity. Previous studies have reported that women tend to use a route strategy during
wayfinding, which means that they mostly remember where to turn left or right in combina-
tion with landmark information. This way, the route strategy has a sequential character: from
decision point to decision point. Men, on the other hand, mostly use an orientation strategy,
where cardinal directions and exact distances are remembered, which facilitates a general
overview of the environment (Lawton 1996, Saucier et al. 2002). The turn-by-turn instructions
in this online survey adhere better to the route strategy as they tell participants to take a turn/
change floors at a certain point. This could be the reason why the turn-by-turn instructions
were rated as less complex by females compared to men. Two more striking results are:
participants who visited the building before found it more complex than first-time visitors
and participants who indicated they regularly use indoor systems also found it more com-
plex, while this finding is reversed for the use of outdoor systems. People who are familiar
with a building can rely on their knowledge of the building to make wayfinding decisions
(Hölscher et al. 2012). Consequently, their complexity perception is also based on this mental
map and therefore biased (i.e. higher in this case). Of all participants who indicated that they
often use indoor wayfinding systems, 18% has been to the building before. Of the group that
rarely uses these systems only 6% has been to iGent before. As mentioned in the methods
section, an indoor wayfinding system is being designed for the case study building, so the
employees of iGent (who are the developers) are used to working with such a system.
Additionally, 50% of the regular users of an indoor wayfinding system get lost in buildings
on a regular basis (compared to only 19% of the non-regular users). These numbers show

Table 7.Most rated route instructions for every complexity level per decision point
group (−3: very complex, +3: not complex) .

Complexity rating Decision point MVD Occlusivity Compactness Count

Level −3 6 4.85 0.60 39.09 16
3 5 4.56 0.57 242.82 71

Startend −3 G 5.24 0.42 105.13 12
3 C 4.66 0.68 184.23 110

Turn −3 2 5.23 0.72 191.00 16
3 4 5.71 0.57 21.29 100
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that, for this case study, most of the indoor system users are either employees of iGent or
people with poor wayfinding abilities. Both profiles are more likely to give lower ratings
(although not significant for the group that often gets lost), so this effect is presumably not
induced by the use of an indoor system, but by a selection bias of the participants. People
who often navigate outdoors with an aid (which is a much larger group as this type of aid is
common practice) have experience in translating the wayfinding instructions to the environ-
ment. This training results in fewer difficulties to navigate in other non-familiar scenes and
thus would lead to higher ratings (Woollett and Maguire 2010).

4.2. Correlation between complexity ratings and isovist/VGA measures

First of all, it is important to note that the correlation coefficients, although statistically
significant, are very small, which implies that the effect size is minimal. Nevertheless,
different trends can clearly be seen for every decision point group and are therefore
worth discussing. The two most complex decision point groups, changing levels and
starting/ ending a route, have resembling characteristics concerning the most difficult
situations: a remote, narrow hallway is more complex than a central open area. This
could be because in both cases the wayfinder has to search for a certain indoor element:
a staircase, an elevator or an office. In open areas, wayfinders have an overview of their
surroundings, which enables fast recognition of possible destinations. Along the narrow
hallway, on the other hand, it can be difficult to recognize the right door. This result
complies with the findings of several researchers studying explorative wayfinding, where
spaces with high visual access were rated as less complex (Dogu and Erkip 2000, Baskaya
2004, Marquardt and Schmieg 2009). During explorative wayfinding, users are not guided
by the turn-by-turn instructions of a mobile system but have to search for the right route
themselves. When people have to find their way without aid, they develop wayfinding
strategies, such as the central point strategy where people go back to the central point of
the building for orientation. These strategies are based on the mental map of the naviga-
tors (Hölscher et al. 2012). As the mental map is a mental representation of the building
structure and VGA is a quantification of the building structure, the central point strategy
correlates well with VGA measures. This research has indicated that this is also the case
during route guidance when people have to search for an office or a staircase/elevator.
However, when plain turns have to be taken at hallway crossings, the opposite effect is
shown: turns at open spaces are perceived as more complex than turns at narrow cross-
ings. Open spaces facilitate a better overview of space, but simultaneously more informa-
tion has to be processed. While being guided inside a building, external representations of
space, provided by route instructions, have to be translated to the environment (Fu et al.
2015). This translation demands more mental effort when more information is visible. This
rise in mental effort can lead to a higher complexity perception of the turn decision points.

4.3. Limitations and future research

This explorative study focused on one building (i.e. the iGent tower) because this office
building is equipped to have a functioning wayfinding system. The conclusions of the
online survey can therefore only be attributed to this case study. However, iGent has
a typical office building configuration so it can be expected that these findings are valid
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for most office buildings. Nevertheless, it would be very useful to repeat this kind of test
for several configurations of buildings and compare the results.

Furthermore, from this study, it can be concluded that users of wayfinding systems
have different needs at every new decision point. To meet those needs, future research
on wayfinding aids should investigate how to adapt the wayfinding information to the
decision point, for example by showing extra information at complex points. To
quantify this complexity, the aspects which were identified in this study should be
considered.

Finally, in this study an online survey was executed. A disadvantage of this method is
that people are not really embedded in the environment. Although participants were
involved as much as possible by showing them full routes from start to finish, the results
of this study should be validated with a real-life experiment. Additional elements that
influence perceived complexity (e.g. landmarks) can be identified by using technologies
like eye tracking in this real-life experiment. Furthermore, the consequences of a high
perceived complexity (e.g. doubting, getting lost, losing orientation) can be seen in this
kind of experiment. By combining several methods (i.e. real-life experiment and online
survey), previous findings can be confirmed and new insights can be gained (Ooms 2016,
Roth et al. 2017).

5. Conclusion

To successfully guide people indoors, indoor wayfinding aids should be adapted to the
needs of the users and the architecture of the building. To enable this adaptation, the
user’s perception of decision point complexity has to be determined and linked to
personal characteristics and decision point characteristics. Several theoretical quantifica-
tions of architectural properties (i.e. isovists and VGA) correlate well with complexity
perception during explorative wayfinding behavior, but when people are guided by
a wayfinding aid, their perception can differ. The online survey, that was executed to
analyze this, identified several aspects that have a significant influence on complexity
perception during route guidance in a case study building. Results show that the com-
plexity perception depends both on personal characteristics, such as age and educational
level, and on the function of the decision point. Decision points with different functions
received significantly different ratings which could be linked to specific isovist and VGA
characteristics. Changing levels and starting or ending a route was perceived as the most
complex in remote and narrow hallways, while taking turns was perceived as least
complex at these points. This last finding differs from perceived complexity during
explorative wayfinding, which indicates that decision points are perceived differently
while being guided by a mobile wayfinding aid. This study identified the characteristics
that should be considered in the design of adapted wayfinding aids, which adapt the
route information to the perceived decision point complexity.
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